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Abstract
This examination planned to explore a foundation
utilizing an Intelligent System which utilized an
Embedded System and Smart Phone for chicken
cultivating administration and critical thinking
utilizing Raspberry Pi and Arduino Uno. An
investigation and similar examination of the canny
framework was connected in an example chicken
ranch in this examination. The discoveries of this
investigation found that the framework could screen
encompassing climate conditions including mugginess,
temperature, atmosphere quality, and furthermore the
channel fan switch control in the chicken ranch. The
framework was observed to be agreeable for
agriculturists to use as they could successfully control
the ranch anyplace at whenever, bringing about cost
lessening, resource sparing, and gainful administration
in chicken cultivating.
Keywords—Embedded System; Raspberry Pi; Arduino;
Android; Smart Phone
INTRODUCTION
As per world's horticultural deliver, chicken is the most
supported create, since it is a supplement rich
nourishment giving high protein, low fat and cholesterol,
and lower vitality than different sorts of poultries.
Additionally, it is very simple to care for and engender
its species. Lacking of work in chicken creation forms
has influenced crisp chicken fare, which is observed to
be the key issue. Another noteworthy impediment cannot
be right learning sharing and society shrewdness in
chicken cultivating which impacts effectiveness [5], [7].
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The farmers additionally lacked insights in agricultural
marketing strategies and high quality production
planning.
This examination intends to set up another model by
utilizing a cutting edge innovation connected to chicken
cultivating known as a "Smart Farm" or "Intelligent
Farm", which is relied upon to clear up the cultivating
issues. Intelligent Farm could see any changed data got
from a self-loader chip, disturbing all warning to an
associated PC. The homestead observing could be
directed by means of use programs on PDAs for comfort
utilize, efficient, and expanding work lessens [1].
This project proposes to investigate an establishment
using an Intelligent System which employed an
Embedded System and Smart Phone for chicken farming
management and problem solving using Raspberry Pi
and Arduino Uno. The findings of this study found that
the system could monitor surrounding weather
conditions including humidity, temperature, climate
quality, and also the filter fan switch control in the
chicken farm [9],[10].
The system was found to be comfortable for farmers to
use as they could effectively control the farm anywhere
at any time, resulting in cost reduction, asset saving, and
productive management in chicken farming
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converter (ADC) or associate the Pi to an interface board
must be utilized.
B. Arduino
Arduino is an open-source microcontroller perfect with
created stages. The controller shows up not to be costly
and utilizes low electrical power, 5.5 volts. C and C++
were utilized for this advancement. Arduino can
associate with a PC by means of the Universal Serial Bus
(USB) and perform with good associated embellishments
in both simple flag and advanced flag [4].
The Arduino is a microcontroller stage, mounted on a
board that fittings effectively into generally PCs. It
enables the client to program the locally available
Atmega chip to do different things with programming
dialect, in programs called outlines.

Fig 1: Block diagram of the project
Shown in figure 1, components of the automatic farming
system on Raspberry Pi Model-B and Arduino Uno are
demonstrated. The system can notify using a real-time
alarming system to smart phones reporting such as the
current and daily highest/lowest temperature, humidity,
and weather quality of the farm surroundings [2], [3].
Users can also control the filter fan switches and
customize the notification system to the smart phone.
METHODOLOGY
A. Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi is a little PC board chipping away at the
Linux working framework which associates with a PC
screen, console, and mouse. Raspberry Pi can be
connected to an electronic structure and programming
system work, it can likewise filled in as a PC and
Apache Webserver, MySQL could be introduced in the
board [8].
A GPIO stick can be utilized as either an advanced
information or a computerized yield, and both work at
3.3V. Dissimilar to the Arduino, the Raspberry Pi which
does not have any simple data sources. For that you
should utilize an outside simple to-computerized

C. Temperature Sensor
This undertaking utilizes IC LM35 as a sensor for
identifying exact centigrade temperature. Linearity
characterizes how well finished a scope of temperature a
sensor's yield reliably changes. Not at all like thermistor,
Linearity of precision IC Sensors are awesome of 0.5°C
exactness and has wide temperature run.
Yield of IC is 10mv/degree centigrade for eg if the yield
of sensor is 280 mV then temperature is 28 degree C. so
by using a Digital multimeter we can without quite a bit
of an extend find out the degree temperature. By using
preset or potentiometer you should set the voltage of
stick 2 of IC 741 for trigger point.
Our purpose of this wander isn't to construct a
thermometer but instead to sanction or deactivate a
device at a particular edge temperature. For ease we have
used 2 LED for indication of both low (Green) and high
(Red) temperature.
D. Humidity Sensor module
Ecological conditions specifically influence creature
business adding to some ceaseless pandemics, for
example, Bird Flu and Hand Foot and Mouth Disease.
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Along these lines, DHT22 is use as a blue pencil for
measuring temperature (for both Fahrenheit and Celsius
esteem) and moistness. The estimation unit will be
exhibited in an advanced flag shape.

An association between a camera and Raspberry Pi by
applying Common System Interface (CSI) fills in as a
point-to-point association, giving a quick information
transmission and low vitality utilization.

E. Gas Sensor module
The module acts as an Air Quality Detection Gas Sensor,
this is delicate to gas perilous to human, connected to
quantify NH3, NOx, Alchohol, Benzene, CO, and CO2.
The module is additionally utilized for controlling
climate conditions and air cleaners in structures. The
estimation unit is introduced in a simple flag.

MJPG-Streamer is an essential program order
duplicating information from a solitary contribution to
different yields. A photograph could be introduced in a
system framework getting to from a web program on a
PC. In this investigation, a photograph from a camera
would be taken to exhibit on an advanced mobile phone.

F. Photosensitive sensor module (LDR)
A light sensor was utilized for estimation of light power
particularly for stripped eye light, its unit is called Lux.
Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) is a light delicate
protection changing electronic protection when there is a
light rate, called Photo Resistor or Photo Conductor. The
resistor was produced using Semiconductor, Cadmium
Sulfide (Cds) or Cadmium Selenide (CdSe) [6]. These
two substances are semiconductors covered in a clay
sheet as a base.

All sensors would be associated through Board Arduino
and the information would be transmitted from UART to
Board Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi acts as a controller of
a ventilator, advising a working condition to the
advanced mobile phone and filled in as an information
sender to store in a server PC.

G. Hardware association
The Raspberry Pi and Arduino were associated by means
of UART. The association was a serial correspondence
as Full Duplex since there was two-ways that
information could be transmitted by means of stick TX
and RX.
An immediate association between the Raspberry Pi and
Arduino was disallowed, in light of its electrical
potential contrasts, which is 3.3 volts for the Raspberry
Pi and 5 volts for the Arduino. Bi-directional Logic
Level Converter ought to be utilized to isolate them.

Fig.2: Bi-directional Logic Level Converter.

Fig 3: Shows the association of the circuit.
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H.
Software
An association between Raspberry Pi and advanced cells
was examined in this examination. Programming of a
correspondence between a server and a customer
comprised of two points of view. The Raspberry Pi
would check whether there were any associated
customers, provided that this is true, a common
information transmission would be finished. By doing
this, an application would send the information by means
of Socket alluding to IP Address and Port in Transport
Layer utilizing TCP convention.
Linux was the primary working framework utilized for
Raspberry IP. In this examination, Raspbian Wheezy, an
effective working framework affirmed by the maker, was
introduced on a SD Card through Application Win32
Disk Manager. After the establishment, IP Address
design, camera setup, UART connection, and Apache
Webserver installation would be conducted.

Python writing computer programs is connected for the
advancement of Raspberry Pi. Python would read the
Arduino flag esteem through UART and after that gather
the acquired flag to the database for preparing. On the
off chance that the esteem outperformed edge, the over
flag would be sent to GPIO pins to mindful the simple
flag. If there should arise an occurrence of top notch
information, a "High" flag would be sent to GPIO stick
17 and the ventilator would eradicate the inward air (Fan
out on). If there should arise an occurrence of high
temperature, a "High" flag would be sent to GPIO stick
27 and the ventilator would work naturally (Fan in on).
In case of radiance change, the information would be
sent to GPIO stick 22 and electric lights would be
opened. Advantageously, working of extras could be
altered by the client as specified in Fig. 4 communicating
the flowchart of the Python programming in Raspberry
Pi.
Another imperative thing is that this Smart Phone works
with the Android OS. Created applications are on the
Android working framework utilizing the Java dialect
and interfaced with the Raspberry Pi through the remote
system. This will take the incentive from the Arduino to
peruse shows, for example, temperature, dampness, light,
harmful gasses, and so on. It's ready to control fans and
lights, and can be followed by means of the web
whenever.

Fig.4: Flowchart of the Python programming in
Raspberry Pi.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
In this endeavor, we are giving the aggregate portrayal
on the proposed system outline. It has an ARM-11 SOC
with composed peripherals like USB, Ethernet and serial
et cetera. On this board we are presenting Linux working
structure with vital drivers for each periphery contraption
and customer level programming stack which fuses a
light weight GUI in perspective of XServer, V4L2
Programming interface for interfacing with video
devices like cameras, TCP/IP stack to talk with sort out
devices and some standard system libraries for structure
level general IO operations. The Raspberry Pi board
outfitted with the above programming stack is related
with the outside framework and a camera is related with
the Raspberry Pi through USB transport.
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In the lower level the web server has the
physical facilitating interfaces utilized for
putting away and keeping up the information
identified with the server.
 Above the Physical facilitating interface the
server has HTTP server programming and other
web server segments for sidestep the immediate
cooperation with the physical communication
with the lower levels.
 The last layer has the instruments and
administrations for cooperating with the video
streams which incorporates the Image codec and
putting
away
interfaces,
association
administrators and session control interfaces and
so forth.
In the wake of interfacing every one of the gadgets
control up the gadget, when the gadget begins booting
from streak, it initially stacks the linux to the gadget and
instates every one of the drivers and the center part.
After introduction of the part it initially checks climate
every one of the gadgets are working appropriately or
not [7], [9].
After that it stacks the document framework and begins
the startup contents for running essential procedures and
daemons.

Fig.6: Controlling application
At the point when our application begins running it
initially checks every one of the gadgets and assets
which it needs are accessible or not. After that it checks
the contact with the contraptions and offers control to the
customer.

Fig 5: Main screen and the framework status screen
on the Smart Phone

FUTURE SCOPE
The cost of ARM11 is increasingly that is the reason in
future we can actualize this framework utilizing ARM
CORTEX A8, Beagle bone and so forth and in addition
refreshed processors with high frequencies will work
fine.
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As the storage room is likewise less in future we can
likewise record this live gushing information by
associating outer memory stockpiling. We can finish our
venture utilizing remote innovation.
In future we can give greater security to information by
utilizing encryption, unscrambling methods
CONCLUSION
The task "FARM AUTOMATION BY EMBEDDED
SENSOR NETWORKS "has been effectively composed
and tried.
The implanted framework is creative for chicken
cultivating, which changes a customary ranch to a
"Savvy Farm" or "Shrewd Farm". Also, the framework
could chip away at utilizations of advanced cells helping
the ranchers to control and screen continuous natural
settings, for example, temperature, climate condition and
quality, stickiness, light and channel fan switches. The
astute framework can decrease cost, time, and work and
is very u ser agreeable for agriculturists.
In the coming future, Raspberry Pi Model B ought to be
changed into Raspberry Pi 2 on account of its more
viability and server working diminishment. All gathered
cultivating data ought to be sent from the server and put
away in another framework. Additionally, an animal’s
bolstering framework ought to be likewise created to
make this a more total framework.
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